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AR MODELS WITH UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED NOISE 
MlCHAL HORVATH 
(Received May 17, 1988) 
Summary. AR models are frequently used but usually with normally distributed white noise. 
In this paper AR model with uniformly distributed white noise are introduced. The maximum 
likelihood estimation of unknown parameters is treated, iterative method for the calculation 
of estimates is presentee1. A numerical example of this procedure and simulation results are 
also given. 
Keywords: AR model, parameter estimation. 
AMS Classification: 62M10, 65U05. 
INTRODUCTION 
Autoregressive (AR) models are currently used in a number of various applications. 





The random sequence [yt] represents the process that is modelled, al9 ...,an are 
real parameters (an =f= 0), wt is a white noise and n is the order of the model. The 
white noise is most frequently regarded as normally distributed. In some cases it 
appears more suitable to suppose a different type of the distribution. Such models 
are treated in papers [2], [3], [4] but none of them is devoted to the inovations 
wt with the uniform distribution. Uniformly distributed white noise may be en-
countered if one observes a sequence of rounding errors as well as in some other 
situations. 
The application of AR models for modelling real processes requires to estimate 
the parameters al9 ..., an and the variance of the white noise wt. If the white noise 
is normally distributed, the known estimators obtained by the conditional maximum 
likelihood method are utilized and they coincide with the least squares estimators. 
How can the parameters of AR models with the uniform distribution of the white 
noise be estimated? This problem is treated in the next sections. 
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
Let us have a realization of a process y: 
<¥ = {y(l),y(2),...,y(N)}. 
We want to estimate the vector of unknown parameters <p = (al9 ..., an9 h) by 
using the set ®f if the white noise wt has the uniform distribution over < — h, /?,) 
h > 0. For the construction of the estimator, we apply the conditional maximum 
likelihood method, i.e. 
(1) ip = arg [max U{91 j <&2)~\ 
*p 
where 
<&x = {y(n+ l),y(n + 2),...,y(N)} 
W2 = {y(l),y(2),...,y(n)}. 
The likelihood function Lmay be easily rewritten in a more suitable form 
L ( % i ®2) = ft p„wo i Hi - o. - . >'(' - « ) ) 
i = « + 1 
where py.(
m | y(i — 1), ..., y(i — «)) is the conditional probability density of the 
random variable yt. 
Since 
n 
yt = ™t - Z
a *y t - ;> 
i= i 
EV(* I yO ~ 0 ' •••' yO ~~ n)) *s t n e density of the uniform distribution over 
n n 
<-/! - I ^ i - j , ^ - I ^ j y / - j > 
j=l 7 = 1 
and we can affirm that 
0 if Condition C is not satisfied , 
L ( ^ , | <W2) = / j 
if Condition C is satisfied . 
(2h)»-
Condition C: 
\y(i) + t«jy(}-J)\£h f o r a 1 1 i € { n + l , . . . , N } . 
j=i 
According to equation (1), the estimators of unknown parameters have the follow-
ing form: 
h (estimator of h): choose the minimal value of h9 for which there exists an estimate 
ofal9 ..., an. 
dl9 ..., dn (estimator of al9 ..., an): choose such values of the parameters al9 ..., an 
for which Condition C is fulfilled for the above value h of h. 
It is obvious that the estimators cannot be represented explicitly. 
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Theorem 1. IfN > 2n, then there exists the unique solution du ..., dfn h. 
Proof. The problem of finding &u ..., a„, h can be considered as the linear pro-
gramming problem with the restrictions 
l^o y(0 + i bj y(i - j)\ = 1 ie {n + 1, ...,N} 
and with the objective function b0 to be maximized where 
b0 = - and bj = --- for j = 1, ..., n . 
ft h 
It can be shown that the white noise attains such values for which arbitrary n 
vectors (y(i — 1), . . . ,y( i — nj) are linearly independent if n — 2 and y(i) + 0 if 
n _• 1, where ie{n + 1, ...,N} with probability 1. If furthermore N> 2ft, then 
the set of admissible values creates a convex polyhedron in n + 1-dimensional 
Euclidean space En+1 and that yields the existence of the solution of the problem. 
Let us suppose that the solution is not unique. Then the set of solutions creates 
convex polyhedron in En which contains at least one boundary interval. The points 
of this boundary interval must fulfill the equation 
7y(0 + IM**-I) 
h j=l 
1 
at least for n different i e [n + 1, . . . , N } . Becouse N is finite and there exists just 
one solution of each system consisting of n equations that is in contradiction to our 
assumption and from that then exists just one solution dx, ..., dn, h. 
ITERATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD 
The following method appears convenient for numerical calculations. It consists 
of two parts: the calculation of the estimate h and the calculation of the estimate 
du...,dn. 
The calculation of du...,dn requires the use of a suitable criterion function 
which facilitates the iterative calculation of du ..., dn. We can use the following 
function J: 
J(au..., an) = i 8,[\y(i) + £ a, y(i - j)\ - hf 
i = n+l / = 1 
n 
where 8, = 0 if \y(i) + X «; H i " .01 = h 
; = i 
8, = 1 if \y(i) + i aj y(i - j)\ > h . 
7 = 1 
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Condition C is fulfilled if and only if J(ai9 •••> a„) = 0. 
The calculation of dl9 ..., dn: 
A: choose the initial values of al9 ..•>#«
 a n d t n e s t e P -. 
B: J0 <- J(au ..., an) 
C: J_x <~ J(at — d, a2, ..., an) ; 
J! <~ J(a1 + d, a2, ..., a„) ; 
J_2 <~ J(au a2 - d, ..., a„) ; 
J2 <- J(au a2 + d, ..., an) ; 
J-n <- J(au ..., O„-i, an - d) ; 
Jn <- J(ai9 ...,an„x,an + d) . 
D: J0 <- min (J,) 
i 
E: if J0 has been changed go to G. 
F: d <- d\2; if d is greater than the given accuracy go to C else end, the solution 
has not been found. 
G: execute the correction of a{, if J0 > 0 go to C else you have got the desired 
solution. 
The calculation of h utilizes the fact that 
/ > 0 if h < h 
min J(al9 ..., an9 h)
 y 
ai....an \^Q i f h ^ g # 
The estimate h is calculated by the halving method. 
The calculation of h: 
A: choose the initial values of h and the step k. 
B: try to find the values of au ..., an fulfilling Condition C. If the attempt is not 
successful go to D. 
C: h <- h - k; k <~ k\2; go to B. 
D: h <~ h + k; k <~ k/2; if k is greater than the given accuracy go to B else and, 
the calculated value is the desired estimate h. 
Finally, let us discuss the choice of the initial values. 
The advantageous choice of initial values of at,..., a„ is that of the values obtained 
by the last squares method. The initial value of h may be obtained from the expression 
for the variance of uniform distribution: 
h0 - V(3cr) 
where a is the estimate of variance obtained by the least squares method. The initial 
step d should be proportional to the initial values of al9 ..., an and the initial step 
k should be proportional to h0. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We apply the procedure from the previous section to estimate the parameters. 
We have 150 data generated by AR model of the third order with uniformly distributed 
white noise over ( — 0-5, 0-5). The parameters are ax = 0-7, a2 = 1, a3 = 0-3, the 
accuracy is 0-0001. The values of the parameters obtained by the least squares 
method are 
a, = 0-7208 a2 = 0-8770 a3 = 0-2615 . 
The algorithm from the previous section yields the following results: 
Step a\ a2 aъ h 
1 C-6762 0-8954 0-2318 0-5445 
2 0-6674 0-9572 0-2596 0-5105 
3 0-6749 0-9722 0-2596 0-4935 
4 0-6686 0-9579 0-2512 0-4913 
5 0-6695 C-9577 0-2512 0-4908 
6 0-6695 0-9584 0-2512 0-4907 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
Here we will describe results from simulations which were carried out to compare 
the maximum likelihood estimates and least squares estimates. The simulations 
include two sets of 50 realizations (N = 200 and N = 100). The data were generated 
from AR models of the third order with uniformly distributed white noise. The 
accuracy of the calculations was 0-001. Tables 1 — 2 show the results. 
Method a, d1 o\ /J 
M L 0-699 1-004 0-301 0-493 













Tab . 1. ax = 0-7, a2 = l , a 3 = 0-3, h = 0-5, N = 200 
























Tab. 2. ax = -1-9, a2 = 1-2, a3 = -0-2, h = 0-1, N = 100 
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CONCLUSION 
The estimators of unknown parameters of AR model with uniformly distributed 
white noise have been derived. To this end the maximum likelihood method was 
used which yields generally better results than the least squares method. Simulations 
confirm this fact. The estimates can be calculated by the iterative method, 
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S ú h r n 
AR MODЕLY S ROVNOMЕRNÝM ROZDЕLЕNÍM ŠUMU 
MlCHAL H O R \ ÁTH 
AR mоdely sa častо pоužívajú pri mоdelоvaní dynamických dejоv, ale vо väčšine prípadоv 
оbsahujú biely šum s nоrmálnym rоzdelením. Článоk pоjednáva о AR mоdelоch s rоvnоmerne 
rоzdeleným bieiym sumоm. Mоžnо tu nájsť оdhady parametrоv оdvоdené metódоu maximálnej 
vierоhоdnоsti, a tiež iteračпú metоdu určenú na ich numerické výpоčty. Uvedený je aj číselný 
príklad, ktоrý оzrejmuje iteračný pоstup. 
Peзюмe 
MOДЕЛИ AP C PABHOMЕPHЫM PACПPЕДЕЛЕHИЕM ШУMA 
MlCHAL HORVÁTH 
Mодeли AP чacто npимeңяютcя пpи модeлиpовaнии динaмичecкиx пpоцeccов, но в боль-
шинcтвe cлyчaeв они cодepжaт бeлый шyм c ноpмaльным pacnpeдcлeниeм. Cтaтья поcвящeнa 
пpоблeмaм модeлeй AP c paвномepным pacпpeдeлeниeм бeлого шyмa. B cтaтьe тa жe 
пpивeдeны оцeнки пapaмeтpов, полyчeнныe мeтодом мaкcимaльного npaвдоподобия, и итepa-
ционый мeтод, npeднaзнaчeнный для иx пpиближëнного вычиcлeния. B cоcтaв cтaтьи вxодит 
и чиcлeнный пpимep, иллюcтpиpyющий итepaционный пpоцecc. 
Authoŕs addľess: Ing. Michaì Hoľváth, Ústav merania a meracej techniky CЕFV SAV, Dúbгav-
ská c sta 9, 842 19 Bratislava. 
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